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Miracles

 i
  
 I am learning that it is a goddamn miracle 
 that anyone is kind
 or good
 considering.
 
 when you meet a miracle 
 you should buy it beer
 and cook it dinner
 and make it come three times
 and drizzle it in honey
 and try really hard not to live in fear of the day a miracle 
 doesn’t want to see you anymore.



Let’s

 I have pissed in your wine.
 Broken your boards.
 Burned down your house.

 A Balkan brass band is playing at your funeral.

 O, Earth,
 I am a clumsy seductress.

 A cunt in a shell
 at the bottom of the sea.

 The names of bright-eyed men
 and, lord, the women too,
 are the shimmering rocks beneath.

 I want to burn you in my memory.
 Give you the keys to my house of fear.

 My tongue in your mouth is a catechism
 and I would have us baptized 

 in spit 
 and tar.

 Let’s climb all the trees in the city.
 Climb the stairs from the gravel to your room.

 Let’s.
 Let’s.
 Let’s.

Crush (the dumb beast of desire is sometimes best held off)

 Red lipstick, and your hair done coy
 and a dress that shows the place between 
 your shoulderblades 
 that I am always wanting to touch 
 and I think: 

 by god if we lived in a world without restraint 
 you’d be up against the pinball machine
 knocking bottles to the floor 
 cheap beer swilling on our shoes

 I imagine every word as moaned around my fingers 
 you say something clever and I want to fuck you ’til you sob 

 up against the wall by your neck
 in the front seat of your car 
 perched on the edge of my couch
 everyone else in this room will burst into flame 

 we eat slices of pizza, steaming hot
 and I think about your cunt like a hunter

 fuck everything, take off all your clothes

 I want to push all of me into you I want to fucking ruin you 
 I want to hold you after your sweat 
 streaking the floor of a hallway

 please, please, your lip in my teeth
 I think I know exactly how your voice sounds when—

 Come here. Come here. Come here.



Play for Six Millennia

 A curtain opens into darkness. 
 We sit. 
 The hum of a bedroom fan,
 distant car doors opening and closing,
 the gills of the night. 

 Slowly, slowly, the light comes up, just enough,
 just enough, to see the shape of a body in a window frame. 

 The hand to the mouth.
 The arm across the stomach. 
 Slowly. Slowly. The shape a body makes in waiting. 

 A bus goes by. The fan hitches. 
 Our body moves across the window. 

 We can begin to see the bed. 
 It is not large, 
 but oh, it is an ocean.  

 The faintest light of early morning is pressing 
 its hands against the curtains. 
 It wants to peel back the horror of the night. 

 Liquid is streaming down our body’s face.
 A process like breathing.
 Like crossing a room for a glass of water, face calm.  

 A quiet glimmer of light on metal.
 The flicker that licks up in the breaks. 

 A sweater is removed. A sweater is put on.
 As if our body knew it felt cold. 
 This is how it is done. 

 Our body continues to wait
 for it cannot rest or sail this ship alone. 
 The slow tilt and rust of time sidles up beside us.

 The curtain never shuts.
 The lights rise up. 
 The lights grow dim.
 The body departs.
 The body arrives. 
 There will be no shutting until all is shut. 

 But moments, moments, in the thick honey stretch of time, a long 
silence is held and then broken, as little animals crawl in the mud and 
leave the mud and return to the mud to die, and rise up in the mud again, 
sharpening the bones of their ancestors with their beautiful small hands, as 
the metal of our body sinks slowly to the bottom of the ocean, underwater 
plants caressing our glass eyes. 

 And I think perhaps the next body I build myself will not be made of 
good, strong steel, but instead this body will be all glass, thin and delicate 
and milky, streaked with blue and pink. So fragile that for fear of breaking no 
one will touch. I will employ a staff with soft hands and padded gloves, and 
no human hand will ever touch the surface, for the heat would send cracks 
splintering across the limbs, the sound sickening and strangely loud. 

 If I were wise, I’d build my body out of dirt. You break a clump of it with 
your hands, and you find yourself with more of the same. What difference 
would a trampling make. You could dig your fingers into me, feel my sun-
warmed surface gently give way to darker, colder parts, teeming with vast 
and microscopic life. And when you leave me, and you will leave me, some 
part of me will go with you, tucked under your fingernails and nestling inside 
your lungs in quiet, pumping dust. 

 And this time, when everyone I care about falls victim, sooner or later, 
to time, this time when everyone I care about dies, I will fold you in my arms 
and we will pass through time together, in disintegration’s tender ache. 



Waco, TX

 What a trick of light:
 to hold in your hands that which you most desire
 feel it firm under your touch 

 but not to know how long it will hold
 how long until it yields to time 
 or better judgement 

 Every thing, each thing, will be lost to me; 
 the only difference is time

 I hold you in my arms for sixty years 
 until death sweeps us quietly off, 
 one and then the other

 I hold you in my arms for six hours 
 until something in your thinking changes, 
 the calculation of your action shifts

 Each moment that has come to pass hangs in the air at once
 our lungs thick with dewy time

 as we try to count in order: 
 this, and for this long, and then this

 But a man who stays is always temporary;
 an idea can go on forever.

When the San Diego Padres Play the Brooklyn Dodgers

 for all my frequent calling on the body as the heart of me
 I am rarely close enough to you to smell your skin

 yet every second of proximity gets you deeper in me 
 than however long your dick is

 which I wouldn’t know

 but I know the way you shift your weight
 the way you laugh when something pleases you

 the way you crane your head because you know
 that everyone wears their secrets 

 just right out in front to see, if you are looking

 I recognize my mania in your tossed limbs
 my desire in another’s netted eyes

 the exact volume of every room I’ve ever shared with you
 sifts over me in my quiets like warm dunes

 if I knew anything, I would read the tables of your heart

 but I want both the mystery and its uncovering
 and for the mystery to somehow still remain

 a constant cliffhanger with kind eyes
 staring at you from across the bridge



Silhouette 

 one hypothesis:
 it’s at least a dozen times more intimate
 to watch a man cry than it is to let him fuck you

 to be present in comfort for another
 allows some brief hiatus from desire

 and while each of us may be an island ghost
 I am learning narcissism is capable
 of including someone other than myself

 if a beautiful man feeds you tears
 you don’t look a gift horse in the mouth

 you push your fingers gently
 against his lips
 and inside his body
 you stare intently at his face in profile

 as if to draw it back on
 the next time the world tries to wash him out

Jayne Mansfield’s Pink Carpet 

 I will sharpen my machete. 
 I will put on my mascara. 
 I will cut down 
 the field of terrors that spreads itself before me. 

 You will see my face on billboards, 
 fear oozing out my mouth, 
 bent and desiccated. 
 You will hear my voice in the boiling seas. 

 A thousand little girls will weep, for we are holding hands. 

 Rose petals will burst from the car stereos 
 of small-town tyrants

 and I swear to god for this one night we will sleep well. 

 Oh, help, this heart has stretched to let the world in, 
 and your hand is at the hilt. 



City is Cowboy

 open the door, paint my lips
 city is cowboy
 is red love
 manipulated neon
 spelling out in horseshoes: my love

 snakeskin clicks comfort my dove
 warm sky, sidewalk lust
 snakeskin click click home

 I walk in love city
 cowsign pointing desperate
 until meeting, halfway home

 I always loved the seething sea
 tides rock gently in my sleep
 but I’ve never seen a sand as green
 as the fields these lovers keep

 the sandstorm fucks in cornfield gold
 sway a lovely rhythm of your name

 new air in boxes
 mine for now
 but new life steps out
 in new
 new boots

Richard’s

 sit at the bar on your champagne drunk
 light the blonde’s cigarette
 imagine the collapse of society, here
 in a vortex against time under a handwritten sign

 no smoking
 with unmarked cops and marked men

 that old world old mob feeling
 of cheese pizza and cheap beer 
 and dodging your exes
 some days it’s hard to tell what year it is

 I will drink champagne in the face of those who have hurt me
 I will congratulate them on their successes
 for I am slowly approaching some wholeness
 for the world is worming its way through my thick scar tissue
 and I am trying I am trying to drink this prosecco in peace

 without remembering 
  the way you turned a telephone into a knife
  the way the woman on the line when I called
  said she couldn’t help me
   without remembering 
 I can’t 
 I a bottle of Jameson on a hardwood floor 
 I                        how do I forgive myself for letting
 I could always weep           I don’t

 the word trigger implies some kind of bullet 
 but this feeling is more empty chamber more dry heave 
 more I feel like a spent shell at the sound of your voice

 but I manage, and I do, and I have a good time
 because god, friends are largely very good
 and sometimes you can smoke inside
 and they have Elvis songs on the jukebox



Fake

 I am fashioning my death out of lies
 I am shredding the newspapers of my death into bits
 the mouse living in the glove compartment 
 of my mother’s car a dozen years ago
 making a nest out of all that bad news
 making it a cozy place to sleep

 I am excavating my death out of the years to come
 I am pulling it out of me like a tick
 with tweezers and patience and flame

 those that would threaten me with hatred are fools
 because they have not yet seen where I am going
 I have come back from the distance with my death
 held in my hand like a hammer, like a starling skull

 I have watched my body crawl into the ocean
 I have seen the trail of blood from car to beach
 I have heard the crashing sounds of metal and waves
 I have watched the sun set on my death set 
 I have edited the credits on the picture

 there is no more need of fear
 the fear I carried with me all this time
 of the dark, of the dark that loomed ahead
 of the dark built right into the core of me
 the cloud, the weight, the snapping thread
 all poised and poison and relentless 

 for I am burning myself in effigy
 and with every curl of smoke I breathe easier
 and prepare my voice to speak



ii



Miracles

 i
  
 I am learning that it is a goddamn miracle 
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 or good, considering.
 
 when you meet a miracle 
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 ii

 in my sleep I unhinge my jaw
 and parts of my body drift quietly across town
 settling down like dust in separate beds.

 my organs, left defenseless, 
 seep gradually into the sheets.

 my heart is a fat wet tick
 grinning broad on stained cotton.



Night Tutorial

 Mesh the long stringy hairs of your darkest thoughts 
 through each other. 
 Try to make something like a scarf, a carpet,
 some thing of use.

 Consider the matted thing you hold.
 Discard it. 

 Note the arbitrary way 
 in which I have called some of this dirt “my body”
 and other “my words”.
 This is a language of convenience.

 Imagine how fragile the boundary 
 that keeps each thing from being any other thing.

 My mouth, my hands, my thoughts:
 these are also small black beetles
 a muddied rock, some clouds.

 Here, do not cry
 not because you are not sad
 but because you are forever all things at once.

 Speak only softly to the night
 with sounds the night understands.

Allotment 

 it seems that I can trick myself a thousand times 
 with that old golden ploy:
 pretending someone clever’s sticky thighs 
 will pluck the fever from my head, and give it shape

 let us pour over the archives, and mark
 yes, this many to him, and these to him
 and all this petty stack of words to her

 tally all devoted hours
 and let my flesh be thus divided

 a knuckle bone to everyone who ever lost me sleep
 all my breaking bits do go to all of you

 I want to reach into your guts
 make light of all that slick and dark interior

 braid the hair inside our bodies 
 make you value breath so I might learn it too
 
 men lean on the sides of pickup trucks in light rain
 voices meant for radio buzz against my neck
 we learn the ways the heart is broken by design

 my mouth is filled with chewed up bits of clementine, 
 little bones, your name

 give me your dirty hands to wipe my skirt on
 lasso me to something with a form

 the lilting set of swinging time abets all criminals 
 and I am only a beast of desire

 I raise my hand up to my brow to think 
 and find it sticky with the recollection of your face



Small Erosions

for Jason Rosenthal

 we allow these small erosions:

 the fire hydrant’s leak, the pulping of paper, 
 the wearing out of shoes

 the dart’s point ever duller, 
 the ever and ever passing of all hours

 yet always compelled to ask: how did it happen, all this time?
 a car door is still slamming in Brooklyn a thousand years past

 The water, the anchor. 
 The swell and the breaking.

 my first grey hair lies with Yuliya 
 in Berlin where I remembered you 
 I’ve spent years of my life on trains
 alone with your voice

 I was a child and you were a sinner
 and you were a sailor and we were the sirens

 and the tattoo I got after you forgot me went too deep 
 memories swelling to the surface every summer

 Stranger, lover, stranger. 
 To sleep, we blindfold each other against the sun.

The Ache In Question

 how all the time between now and childhood
 is a knit scarf pulling apart
 how all the time between now and childhood 
 I have ached after you in the manner of a child

 and still the woman that I am has been 
 lapping after your gaze like a hound

 when I picture the devil,
 it is still the sight of you
 in the misting heat of bodies
 and slanting, too-bright lights

 (recall the way the weight of all my wanting
 got the old building condemned)

 but I am not without my learning days
 facts in the pile of pains that will keep me

 you slide into my life like a slap and then gone 
 blood to my cheeks, ears singing

 to live until death
 shake time in our slobbering mouths

 climb fences with rough hands
 grin with crooked teeth, look dead in the eye

 the hair that falls across your brow as you lean
 forgets all my alignments reassembled 

 I unhinge my jaw for the phoenix
 let my heart drop in my lap

 I’m a snow queen, a lacework, a polished stone
 and yet this giant sound will follow me on

 the cracking of ice on the river
 the river will flow



Time Converter 

 at some dark appointed hour 
 the iron gate of my chest swings wide

 from the center of my ribcage up through my teeth 
 pulled taut up into my brow across the eyes

 the thing in my head I call the keening
 but lacking such clarity of cause

 the sense that all my dark thoughts will slick out across
 like oil on the waters of my childhood

 on occasions I feel like a machine 
 that turns time into unnecessary sorrow

 all the volume knobs are missing 
 and the cables cut in and out 

 without fingers on my neck 
 my head will roll away
 tie me to this bed to cease my drifting

 stake me to the ground with your polished tools
 for I am a floating cloud of blood

Sturnus vulgaris

 Fear is parting my lips with its tongue. 

 my limbs are shattering on the windowsill. 
 my fingernails are yellow, my feet are cold. 
 this shaking of my body will not cease.

 a bird rests on my back, composed
 all beak and flashing eyes and wet regret.

 it snakes through my collarbone.
 there has not yet been a language that could ask it to go.

 I am sailing on a floe of ice. I am unhinging my jaw. 
 the black of my eyes is the black of the ice. 
 the unfurling of my body is the water downstream.

 the feeling of panic like ice in a glass. 
 a clinking in the shoulder blades. 
 a sick laugh, hacking through.

 Fear pours its words into my mouth
 they are thick and cloudy
 specked with pieces of the hive.

 Hope: the sediment at the end of the beer. 
 the aching wood of the barrel’s bottom. 

 pale French wrists are mirrored in scratches and I feel a fool. 
 my hands shake. this mania will not cease. 

 the night is full and long and overrun
 with the corpses of time, a moment’s decay. 
 all the earth existing at once in a screeching hum.

 I am too full of memory; 
 bring me some water, and clean gauze. 



Our Words

 It does not pain me to walk the neck of night
 when whistling birds of home fall hushed
 feathers dropping into old Italian porcelain 

 “Look,” I turned to you
 the leaves are losing their shapes
 the stars are children, watermelon seeds

 Night, the great Atlantic wave
 floods the baseball diamond over me
 and I hush against your dampened coat

 Wind scatters your letter full of pearls
 feeds the dirt between our apartments
 trees spring up nourished by your mouth

 Strangers passing through
 catch on our frequencies
 and feel our words, knocking at their teeth

We Let Our Blood Speak For Itself 

 You took my hand and inscribed in it the notion: touch.
 your tongue with which I taste.
 I watched the darkness walk into you with certain step. 
 the mare, the flame, the rippling pool. 
 we work our foolish magics on the night. 

 your head, bowed. 
 your eyes, clear. 
 the world, the world.

 the shape your eyes made in leaving
 the embrace of a wall
 the word of acid and the word of blood

 your little sister a missionary of grace.
 your body a balloon in spring.

 we climb the mound and the mound becomes us
 god give good rest to our titanic litanies of fear

 take your long, curling thoughts, and douse me in them
 for I am a ceaseless reader of signs. 

 we let our blood speak for itself.

 we become again and again 
 the things the world had been to bolster us against.

 we loosed our tongues among the matted reeds
 the fire that crawls in will not crawl out.



iii
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 iii

 remember, for your reliquaries:
 take only the bones they can live without. 



Requiem (After Akhmatova, After Alexander)

for A.B.

 i

 I keep swearing that when I get home they will be there,
 the two boys I lost this winter:

 one, hovering now in the snow above his mother’s house
 one, with his feet just above the ground

death and success are not the same, but both are difficult to watch

 the city I left does not exist 
 without your drunk steering wheel
 without your red broom handle

the short walk from my house to yours has burned to the ground

 I thought this dead man would not kiss me
 I thought that was what pain was

 there is a hole in the shape of an owl
 in my telephone, in my right arm

 here there is no tower for me to howl under.

 ii

 Balmy December had me fooled; 
 winter distant, grief a memory

 morning snow, the pines in the streets
 my friends all taking flight

 And suddenly here: 
 bright blue eyes are on the sidewalk, 
 filling it with tears. 
 We keep walking. 
 We keep walking and I fall with every step.

 You and I are kicking cans out of the car. 
 We are perched on bicycle racks.
 We are hitting our hi-tops at the ankles. 

 I am too afraid to touch your hand 
 when jumping off the railing.

 We drink a handle of Jim Beam.
 You fall asleep and I puke blood. 

 How strange to think: 
 I am older now than you were then. 
 I am older now than you were then. 

 I take off my gloves. I write your name in the snow. 
 Later someone stomps it out. They are right, as am I.

 My night of hesitation proved the end of all my chances. 
 Your name in unsent missives, a hot coal. 

 I packed my grief and fled the country, 
 but found you in the eyes of Russian saints. 
 The rain of Paris streets spelled out 
 the movement of your arms. 

 I am a fool; there is no escaping loss. 
 Grief is a bloodied hound.

 In a black and white photograph
 you are three times my size, and never change. 

 I send messages to your inactive address. 
 Holding the tiny pieces that I hold. 

 A dead man’s clock is hanging on my wall, 
 and there is a hole in the shape of an owl in my heart.



House on Fire

 Wake up.
 The body next to you is yours.
 The body you are in is yours.

 They are both on lease; 
 one from heartache, 
 one from death.

 Here, let us take solace 
 in the light of morning
 in the smell of smoke
 in the sound of fabric moving
 in the shape of your mouth 
 on my face.

 When men sleep, their souls nest in their shoulders
 fluttering through collarbone and scapula 
 wire’s glow and muscle’s sheen.

 I link my fingers with the licks of sleep 
 and this sweet pacing lulls me
 and yet I am always on fire

 forever a house burning down
 the red light painting up your cheek.

Aquí

 Names are changed to spare the innocent
 but we are as guilty as your sheets,
 Alexei, espectro
 with your name like a poem

 I once saw a razorblade fall
 from your pocket
 like an eyelash

 everyone’s in love with you:
 the girl whose cheek was wet with my spit
 the immigrant whose belt I split in two

 we could not catch you, a ghost,
 and so we rub our tragic mouths together

 you took my photograph the day before leaving
 captured me in my great awkward fall

 a boy bound for Ecuador
 a broken shard of EXIT sign
 left swinging from his wrists

 In case of emergency, break glance. 



The Adoration of the Rose

after Danny Malboeuf

 she holds a nuclear war in the palm of her hand
 and delights in collapsing me with less

 roses thorn side up and tucked
 between a cold couch and a creamy thigh

 love and obliterate her, always

 destruction underneath my tongue
 my blossom hands bloom red

 adoration breaks bones

 in the background
 I am jealous of the moon

 my lips marked blue by kissing
 I can hold this pose forever

Two PBR Tallboys and a Fresh Lemon

 when packing up your bag to tend the sick
 be sure to include the feeling 
 that rises like dough through your chest
 I lick your wounds, you lick mine

 I was born a wolf, but you can pat my head
 I feed on the blood of men, but here is a poultice for your ills

 let us salt the graves that mark the doubts we killed
 let us grow strong on the marrow broth 
 of all the limbs we left behind

 I would sack a city for your comfort.



On the Might

 this morning I thought about Jason (again)
 and his ghost dumped a bucket of ice water 
 down the back of my neck 

 straight from Emily’s wet eyes 
 while I vomit in an airport bathroom in the past

 because I realized so suddenly
 that if I get one of the so many things I want

  —to hang out with you 
  until there are no more afternoons left 

  until the sun drops out of the sky
  or my little bird body gives out—

 that if somehow life just keeps getting better like this
 eventually it will have to end

 and what if the day comes when I turn a corner 
 and you’re
 just dead

 you’ll be so heavy
 i’ll be so heavy

 so I suppose that’s an argument for lightness.

Marine Biology

 I have started rearranging all the furniture again
 a sure sign that I am ready for something to change
 I keep thinking about dying my hair again
 about giving away everything I own
 I can smell the next season coming in

 my mother sends me photographs of crocuses in bloom
 and I think about how long it’s been 
 since I lived near an ocean
 since I didn’t feel behind 
 (I don’t remember)

 I think about the strands of my girlhood that sway 
 at the bottom of the Atlantic, wrapped in kelp
 the glasses I lost there in the fog 
 on mushrooms at nineteen years old

 I remember the tan you get 
 waiting for the bus on Sunset Boulevard 
 and just how many ways there are to squander

 Oceans, I have missed you
 and the puzzle of my life has had
 too many pieces for too long
 and I want to remember how to swim




